Sexey’s School Medieval Music Year 9

Medieval Music

Boring Medieval Music – or is it?
Music as we know it started with this fellow:

`

The Medieval period had more musical variety than
other musical periods. For instance, we use Major and
Minor but the Medieval period used 7 scales ,or, what
they called Modes. The three main ones are Dorian,
Aolian and Lydian Modes.
The Lydian mode was supposed to sound “Not of this
world” or lifting. It is no wonder John Williams used it
in the ET Theme!

Guido Arezzo. He was a brilliant musician, a monk and

the person who invented modern music! He was born in 991
AD and is the father of Music in the Medieval Period!!!
Interestingly, he wasn’t a very good monk and had to leave
the Church as”His ideas did not meet with the understanding
of other monks”. He was however a brilliant composer and
teacher and the Pope became one of his pupils!
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Another piece in the Lydian mode is The Simpsons!
As we now know, Eleanor Rigby was composed in the
Dorian mode. Perhaps to sound mysterious.

The Dorian mode can sounds both mysterious and
triumphant. It is hardly surprising that Hans Zimmer,
another film composer, used the Dorian mode as the
theme tune for Pirates of the Caribbean!

Isn’t it fantastic to think that four young lads with no
particular music qualifications created this piece –
amazing!
Now listen to Eleanor Rigby on YouTube and write
down what you think on the next page!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twFbweJfUUo

The Beatles - Eleanor Rigby - Digitally
Remastered
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Start at the beginning!

Eleanor Rigby was wrong on so many levels!!!
It was far too short for a pop song. What else
was wrong?
1. What instruments are used?
2. What do the Lyrics mean?
3. Why did two teenagers use a Medieval
mode?
Mr McMullan would be interested in your
answers – please email him.

Dorian mode – To play the doran mode all you
have to do is play all the white notes from D to
D on the piano – it is that easy !
If in douubt watch this video:
The Dorian Modehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_TuNEIg3w
Resources required- There is no reason for you
not to be able to have a go at playing this to get a
Music Award. Here are some solutions:
• Keyboard or musical instrument.
• Virtual keyboard/ piano on Mac or PC
https://www.onlinepianist.com/virtualpiano
• MusicStudio App on smart phone
• Digital Trends free music software
https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing
/best-free-recording-software/
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Here it is in music notes:

So, here we go, the Musical task! There are
four parts to this piece of Eleanor Rigby. The
spooky part, The tune, the chords and the
bass. All I want you to do is create your own
version of Eleanor Rigby! It can be
instrumental/ vocal, it can be atmospheric,
minimalistic, anything you want to create the
mood of mystery and loneliness. Perhaps
dedicate it to someone real or make believe
you think might be lonely. If they are real,
why not phone them?
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Process-

1. If you have an iphone, ipad or
anything Mac then use
garageband.
2. If you are PC based or
Smartphone, then use MusicStudio
Lite (which is free) or Audacity
(which is free).
3. If you can only play a few notes
the repeat these and try to simply
create a mood of mystery. Perhaps
use a synthesizer sound.

The Big Task
–

Ok, everyone this is the big task – working

towards one of these :

Isn’t it weird that the Beatles
used the same instruments in Eleanor Rigby as
Mozart would have written for!
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Assessment :
To achieve the Bronze Award:
• Play Eleanor Rigby tune.
• Compose a mysterious
version of Eleanor Rigby
with limited material
(notes).
To achieve the Silver Award:
• Play Eleanor Rigby with the
chords.
• Compose a mysterious
version of Eleanor Rigby
with most of the material
(notes).
To achieve the Gold Award:
• To compose a creative and
unique version of Eleanor
Rigby using all the Material
and more.
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Practise, Practise, Practise and do your
best!

Remember : Pop into the
Music Drop-In sessions If
you are confused, need
help or just want to check
that you are doing it
correct.
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Useless facts:

1. When Mr McMullan taught at Sexey’s
in 2002, one of his students was in the
Harry Potter Movie!
2. An old Sexey’s student wrote this
song: Dream Academy - "Life In A Northern
Town" (Official Music Video)

Extended further listening:
Listen to Variations on Hedwig’s theme from
Harry Potter on YouTube.
Harry Potter Theme and Variations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2yrpt
mBem8
This is for instrument choices for Eleanor
Rigby!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5
UXnulANF8g
His name is Gilbert Gabriel and he
became a film composer!
And now for something completely
different! If you get any free time and you
want to watch a movie with your family
then watch this:

Further Beatles songs:
Yesterday – The most popular song of all
time! And for good reason!
Hey Jude!
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It is about the Beatles Music- It is really
funny and Ed Sherran is in it!
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